The World Biomass Association in partnership with the International Biomass Torrefaction Council Presents:

The Commercial Plant Stage of Carbonised (Torrefied) Biomass Has Arrived!

An international webinar featuring leading experts working at the frontier of carbonised innovation

MAY 30 2018

A recorded version will be available for paying participants and members from June 1-7

Official Timing Choices on May 30
Session 1: European & Asian Viewers
8:00-10:00 UTC/ 10:00-12:00 CEST/ 16:00-18:00 HKT

Session 2: North/South American Viewers
1:00-3:00 EDT/ 10:00-12:00 PDT/ 14:00-16:00 BRT

FEATURED GLOBAL PRESENTATIONS:

BELGIUM - Torrefied Pellet Advantages - Mass/Energy Balance & Supply Chains: Michael Wild (President, IBTC)

CANADA - Targeting the Japanese Market from BC: Sylvain Bertrand (CEO, AirEx Energie)

RUSSIA - First Torrefaction Plant in Russia: Pavel Fomin (GreenCarbon LLC)

NETHERLANDS - Commercial Developments in Estonia and UK: Stewart Paskett (Clean Electricity Generation)

SPAIN - Economic Torrefied Pellets from Straw: Javier Gil (Director of Biomass Energy, CENER)

JAPAN - Update on Japanese Bioenergy Needs: Toshide Kubo (New Bio Inc.)

CANADA - Enabling Cost-Effective Pacific Supply Chains: Douglas Bradley (President, Climate Change Solutions)

AND OTHERS TO BE ANNOUNCED!

DISCOVER how torrefied pellets from Canada, Australia and Indonesia are fast targeting the Japanese energy market!

UNDERSTAND how feedstocks have doubled by including agricultural residues!

HEAR from Japanese experts how much torrefied product their energy generators need!

COST:
Non Members: €105
Members of IBTC or WBA: Free

For Questions or Registration Help, Please Contact info@worldbioenergy.org